Abstract-Task scheduling algorithms are key techniques in task management system of computing grid. Because of the uncertainty nature of a grid, traditional task scheduling algorithms do not work well in an open, heterogeneous and dynamic grid environment of real world. In this paper, Set Pair Analysis (SPA), a new soft computation method is used to process the synthetic uncertainty in the task scheduling of a computing grid. After introducing SPA and its application, the paper goes on to introduce the definition of connection number to express the uncertain Expected Time to Compute of tasks, analysis operation properties and linear order relation suitable for computing grid scheduling. Three online uncertain dynamic scheduling algorithms, OUD_OLB, OUD_MET, OUD_MCT, and three batch uncertain dynamic scheduling algorithms BUD_Min-min, BUD_Min-max, BUD_Surferage, are presented for the uncertain dynamic computing grid. Theoretical analysis and experimental results illustrate that these algorithms are capable of representing the dynamics and uncertainty in a computing grid environment. These algorithms are the generalization of traditional grid scheduling algorithms, and they possess high value in theory and application in a grid environment. Certainly it will be a new method to design tasks scheduling algorithm in uncertain computing grid environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Grid technique will be the key feature of new application on Internet, and it is already the front research area of computer and communication. Although there are several kinds of computing grid such as data grid, storage grid, service grid and manufacturing grid etc, tasks scheduling system with the function of tasks management, task scheduling and resource management is always the key system of any computing grid [1, 2] . A suitable scheduling model and optimal scheduling algorithm is desirable for grid application. The efficiency of tasks scheduling algorithm directly influences the efficiency of network communication, reliability of computing grid, makespan of the grid system [3] . There are many research on the realm of grid task scheduling [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] , but these algorithms seldom concern the dynamics and uncertainty in the grid environment. The traditional task scheduling algorithms cannot be applied effectively in an open, heterogeneous, uncertain and dynamic grid environment of real world.
Dynamics and uncertainty of grid system makes it different from the traditional heterogeneous computing systems, and how to represent and treat with these dynamics and uncertainty is considered as one of the "Top Ten" questions [8] unanswered. Just as pointed out by paper [9] , the dynamics and uncertainty of computing grid render the ETC (Expected Time to Compute) of a task to be uncertain. Paper [9] proposed an artificial immune algorithm for task scheduling in grid environment in which the ETC of tasks is represented by fuzzy uncertainty, and paper [10] uses stochastic method to get a prediction of task execution times. However, apart from the fuzzy uncertainty factor in grid systems, there are some other uncertain factors such as random, indeterminate-known factors and unexpected incidents and so on. Sometimes, the uncertainty of task execution time is usually the combined effect caused by fuzzy, random, indeterminate-known uncertainty and unexpected incidents and so on. And thus any single uncertain method, such as fuzzy or random cannot represent and process well the synthetic uncertainty caused by more than one uncertain factor. Now the binary connection number a+bi of Set Pair Analysis (SPA) proposed by ZHAO Ke-qin [11] gives a new method to represent and process the synthetic uncertainty in dynamic and uncertain computing grid. SPA is applied successfully in many fields such as network planning, weather forecast, incomplete information system and product design [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . In this paper, we use binary connection number of SPA, a new soft computing method [16] to represent the uncertain Execution Time to Compute of tasks and to process the synthetic uncertainty in task scheduling of a computing grid. After introducing SPA and its application briefly, three online uncertain dynamic scheduling algorithms, OUD_OLB, OUD_MET, OUD _MCT, three batch uncertain dynamic scheduling algorithms BUD_Min-min, BUD_Min-max, BUD _Surferage, are presented for a computing grid. Theoretical analysis and experimental results illustrate that these algorithms can represent the dynamics and uncertainty of "expected time to compute a task" in the computing grid environment. Certainly it will be a new modeling and algorithm designing method for computing grid scheduling.
II. INTRODUCTION OF SPA AND CONNECTION NUMBER
Set Pair Analysis (SPA) is a new soft computing method which can express and process the synthetic uncertainty caused by fuzzy, random, indeterminateknown uncertainty etc. it is presented by Professor Zhao Ke-qin firstly in 1989 [11] . After twenty years theory and application research about SPA, It gradually becomes a new uncertainty theory by which we can research certainty and uncertainty as a whole now.
A Set Pair is a system made up of two sets (A,B) which there are some similar attributes or tight relations, such as (Control,Decision),(Computers,Human Brains), (Products, Sell), etc can be seen examples of Set Pair under specified conditions. The main thought of SPA is as follows: To two sets A, B under specified conditions, first analyzing their identical, discrepancy and contrary properties or attributes, and then describing them quantificationally, expressing their relations by a formula called connection degree finally. Then we can research a series of issues about the system, such as decision, control, evaluation, simulation, evolution and mutation, etc.
A. Connection Degree
Definition 1 [11] . Let A, B be two sets, and both of them have N attributes. We define their connection degree and denote it by μ(A,B). For brevity, we will usually denote μ(A,B) simply as μ. Thus μ = S/N+F/Ni+P/Nj (1) where S+F+P=N (2) and S is the number of their identical attributes, P is the number of their contrary attributes, the F=N-S-P is the number of their discrepancy attributes. S/N,F/N,P/N are called identical degree, discrepancy(uncertain) degree, and contrary degree respectively. The i∈ [-1,1] , j= -1 are called discrepancy coefficient, contrary coefficient respectively, and the value of i needs further analysis to determine it according to a practical applications. But the i,j are usually as signs of discrepancy degree and contrary degree when we doesn't computing the value of connection degree μ in some situations such as only concerning about operations or macroscopical analysis.
If let a=S/N，b=F/N，c=P/N, then the formula (1) and (2) can be rewritten as fellows. μ=a+bi+cj (3) where a+b+c=1 (4) The thought of connection degree is directly coming from the decision analysis research. For example, let 10 experts (set A) decide a project (set B) whether to be put in practice by ballots. If the voting results are 5 persons voting for it, 2 experts voting against it, and other 3 abstain from voting. Thus the voting results can be expressed by connection degree as fellow.
μ=5/10+3/10i+2/10j=0.5+0.3i+2j Thus, we usually can do further research and analysis according practice application by the connection degree μ.
B. Binary Connection Number
Definition 2 [12] .We say that a μ=a+bi+cj is a ternary connection number if a,b,c are arbitrary nonnegative real number, and i,j are discrepancy coefficient, contrary coefficient respectively. μ=a+bi is a binary connection number when c=0.
Obviously, the connection number (binary or ternary) is an extension and generalization of connection degree by deleted the constraint condition a+b+c=1,and the main theory meaning of the connection number is extended the conception of number. We only use binary connection number to represent the uncertain Execution Time to Compute of grid tasks in this paper, thus we give the relationship of constant, variables, uncertain variable on the macroscopy and microscopy ( Table 1) . From table 1 we can see that, on the one hand, binary connection number linked an instant with an interval number, on the other hand, it linked macroscopical certainty quantity with microcosmic uncertainty quantity of a system. 
C. Binary Connection Number and probability
According to the classical definition of probability, the probability (denoted as p) of an event to occur was defined as number of cases favorable for the event, over the number of total outcomes possible in an equiprobable sample space. For example, if the event is "occurrence of an even number when a die is rolled", the probability is given by p=3/6=0.5, since 3 faces out of the 6 have even numbers and each face has the same probability of appearing, so a probability p is a real number and p∈[0,1].
Firstly it is possible to transfer a probability p to a binary connection number u=p+(1-p)i. Secondly, it is necessary to transfer a probability p to μ=p+(1-p)I in some cases. Because probability is a mathematical describing to stochastic uncertainty just on the macroscopy level, and expressed by a certainty probability p of stochastic uncertainty, but on the microscopy level, the stochastic uncertainty is still representing its essential uncertain. So when we need to consider the influence and effect of stochastic uncertainty on macroscopy and microscopy level at one time, it is very necessary and useful to transfer a probability p to μ=p+(1-p)i.
D. Binary Connection Number and interval number
Let I=[C,D] is a positive interval number, C≥0 and D>C, we can transfer this interval U to a binary connection number μ=C+(D-C)i where i∈ [-1,1] , thus the μ is another interval number instead of I, its variation 
III. OPERATIONS AND LINEAR ORDER

A. Arithmetic operations
From above we known that connection number is an important concept of SPA. Now we give the operation definition of binary connection number u=a+bi used in uncertain computing grid.
If u=a+bi is a binary connection number, then we can it to represent the uncertain execution time of a task on computing grid. Where a is normal finish time of a task. b is the variational amplitude of the uncertain time, it usually represents the possible delay time or saving time to process the task influenced by random, fuzzy, indeterminate-known factors. i∈ [-1,1] is the uncertainty coefficient, and it is usually used as a sign of uncertainty and its value represents the variational direction and size of b. It is usually determined by the practical application problem. Specially, denote u=0 when a=0 and b=0. We denote the set of all binary connection number by R cn .
For example, if it takes 100 second to finish task α on a computing grid under normal condition. However, if some new tasks are added to the machine concurrently or some tasks on the machine are terminated, it may delay 31 seconds or may save 31 seconds to finish task α on the machine. And thus the uncertainty execution time of task α on the machine may be represented as 100+31i by binary connection number, where i is an uncertainty coefficient and i∈ [-1,1] . In the same way, we may simply denote it as 100+31i if the task influenced by uncertainty will delay 28s or save 31s at most. Now we give some basic operations of binary connection numbers.
Obviously i×i is uncertain, because i is uncertain coefficient, thus we can give the following definition. Definition3 [12] :If i is the uncertain coefficient of binary connection number, then i=i 2 =…=i n , (n=1,2,3,……). Definition 4 [12] :If u 1 =a 1 +b 1 i, u 2 =a 2 +b 2 i∈R cn ,we define their addition as a connection number u=a+bi, denote it by u 1 +u 2 , where a=a 1 +a 2 , b= b 1 +b 2 .
Definition 5 [12] :If u 1 =a 1 +b 1 i, u 2 =a 2 +b 2 i∈R cn ,we define their addition as a binary connection number u=a+bi, denote it by u 1 +u 2 , where a=a 1 +a 2 , b= b 1 +b 2 .
From definition 5 we know the addition of binary connection numbers has the commutative and associative properties.
Next paragraph is the definition of subtraction of binary connection numbers. Of course, we can also get some properties of the product of two binary connection numbers, such as commutative and associative laws etc. we do not give the proof because of the limit on length of paper. 
B. Grid scheduling and linear order
Meta-task scheduling problem is a basic and key problem, because many new scheduling model and new scheduling algorithms are derived from it. This scheduling problem can be described as following: if there are n independent tasks T={t 1 , t 2 , … ,t n } and m computing resources M={M 1 , M 2 ,…,M m }, the execution time of task t i on machine M j is E(i,j). A scheduling is to assign each task to someone computing resource and the object is to minimize makespan of the computing grid. This problem seems very simple because it has only single object without any restriction, however it is not a trivial problem but a NP-Hard problem. Thus many heuristic algorithms are proposed, such as Max-min, Minmin and Sufferage etc. According to above description of traditional meta-task scheduling problem, we use binary connection number E(p,q)=a pq +b pq i to represent the uncertainty execution time of task t p on computing resource M q . Thus we get a new scheduling algorithm based on binary connection number.
Because the expected execution time of task t p on machine M q and the makespan of system are uncertainty value represented by binary connection number according to the definition and operations properties of binary connection number, we must know how to compare one binary connection number u 1 with another u 2 , and know which one is lager, namely we ought to build linear order on the set R cn before we build the scheduling model and give task scheduling algorithms of uncertain computing grid.
Because the value of a binary connection number u=a+bi is uncertain, we can definition different order on set R cn according different practical application problem. Paper [11] gives a state order on set R cn according to the cases of a/b is larger, less or equal to 1. But this is only a partial order not a linear order. Paper [12] gives a different partial order on set R cn according to the requirement of uncertain network planning, and gives some new concepts such as primary critical paths, 2 nd critical paths and 3 rd critical paths etc, and applied successfully in network planning. Both orders defined above are partial order instead of linear order. It means some elements in set R cn may not be comparable. But we definitely need a linear order on R cn for gird task scheduling, namely every pair of elements in set R cn ought to be comparable.
In the following paragraphs we define two type of linear order on set R cn according to the requirement of grid task scheduling. Similar to theorem 2, we can prove the following theorem 3.
Theorem 3: If u 1 , u 2 ∈R cn , then one and only one of the following three conclusions must be true.
In the following section, a u∈R cn is "less", or "larger" etc, which is under one of the mean of linear order < p or < o . Which linear order to be used in a practical grid system is determined by the current state prediction of a computing grid.
IV. DYNAMIC SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
A. Parameters definition ⑴ M q : One the one side it denotes the q th computing resource, on the other hand, it denotes the tasks set assigned to M q , and all tasks in the M q is on the order of its assigned time. The input and output are the same as that of Algorithm OUD_OLB. Step0. For every M q ∈M Assigned q =False, M q =φ endfor Repeat the following steps until(T=φ) Step2. for every t p ∈T Step3. for every M q ∈M Step4.
C(p,q)= S q +E(p,q); Step5. endfor Step6. for every M q ∈M Find the minimum earliest completion time of t p , and the corresponding resource M q and completion C(p,r) Step7.
Find the 2 nd minimum earliest completion time of t p , and the corresponding resource M s and completion C(p,s) We are going to use algorithm BUD_ Min-min to get the scheduling result with the linear order "< p ".
Solution: According to of algorithm BUD_Min-min, each step of the loop assigns one task to a machine, here we let (S 1 ,S 2 ,S 3 )=(0,0,0). According to definition 6, the scheduling result is makespan=199+31i. It tells us that all tasks will be completed within 199s at normal condition. If some resources get more concurrent tasks or some concurrent tasks on some machine cancelled, or affected by other uncertain factors, all tasks to be completed will delay 31s or save 31s at most. But how long the delay or saving is depends on the forecasting value of uncertain coefficient i. For example, if the grid system is overload and heavily slows down lately, we can set i=1 to forecast the makespan, namely let makespan =230. If the grid system slow down a little lately, we can let i=31/(199+31) ≈0.1348 to get the estimate makespan=203.1788. In this way the value of i of the binary connection number 199+31i itself can be called "formula oriented estimate" [12] . There are other methods to estimate the value of i, such as "estimate step by step", "estimate by experts", "estimate by synthetic method" etc [12] . In practice, we ought to choose a suitable estimate method to forecast and analysis the scheduling makespan according to the state of grid system. Just on this occasion, the scheduling algorithms based on the binary connection number have some distinct advantages to represent and process the uncertainty and dynamics of computing grid.
B. Numerical analysis (1) Generating experiment data
In experiments, we assume grid system with 20 computing resources, namely m=20, and the number of dependent tasks is between 40～200.
The expected execute time in ETC matrix is generated by the way of paper [17] , firstly we generate a pq , and b pq ∈[0,a pq ] randomly in the uniform distribution. The method of paper [17] needs 4 input parameters. We set μ task =100, μ mach =100, the other two parameters V task and V mach represent the consistent of matrix ETC and heterogeneous of machine respectively. Then we set V task = 0.1 or V task =0.6, V mach =0.1 or V mach =0.6. Because we find out that the performance of algorithm BUD-Max-min is extremely bad compared with the algorithm BUD_Min-min and BUD_Sufferage, we do not show the experiment results of BUD_Max-min in figure 1 to figure 4 .
From figure 1 and figure 3 we can see that the performance of algorithm BUD-Min-min is better than that of algorithm BUD_Sufferage in the case of consistent matrix ETC and low/high machine heterogeneity, this is different from the traditional view that algorithm Sufferage is always better than algorithm Min-min. From figure 2 and figure 4 we can see that the performance of algorithm BUD_Sufferage is better than that of BUD_Min-min in the case of inconsistent matrix ETC and low/high machine heterogeneity. From figure 5 to figure 8 of online dynamic case, we can see that the performance of algorithm BUD-MCT is the best, and algorithm BUD-MET is better than algorithm BUD_OLB only in the case of high task heterogeneity and high machine heterogeneity. The performance of algorithm BUD_OLB is nearly equal to that of algorithm BUD_OLB in the case of low task heterogeneity and low machine heterogeneity. If task heterogeneity and machine heterogeneity are both higher, the performance of BUD-MET is nearly equal to that of algorithm BUD-MCT.
VI. CONCLUSION
Uncertainty in the task scheduling of computing grid is imposed by fuzzy, random, indeterminate-known uncertainty and unexpected incidents etc. Using only one of fuzzy or random theory cannot represent and process well this synthetic uncertainty. In this paper, we use binary connection number of SPA to represent and process this synthetic uncertainty. Borrowing the idea of traditional grid scheduling algorithm such as Min-min etc, we put forward three online uncertain dynamic scheduling algorithms, OUD_OLB, OUD_MET, OUD_MCT, and three batch uncertain dynamic scheduling algorithms BUD_Min-min, BUD_Min-max, BUD_Surferage for the uncertain computing grid. Theoretical analysis and numerical experiment illustrate that these algorithms can represent the dynamics and uncertainty of expected execution time of tasks in the computing grid environment. They are the generalization of traditional grid scheduling algorithms, and possess high value in theory and application in the uncertain grid environment. It is a new method to modeling and designing task scheduling algorithm in uncertain computing grid environment.
